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Presentation
Our research group is active in the domain of BISLs through education and research. We teach a second
programming course [Dockx, Steegmans a, b] since 1997 in several academic programs and for the industry, using the contract paradigm [Meyer 1991, 1997] and behavioral subtyping [Liskov, Wing 1994]
as the guiding paradigms, with formal specification in an Eiffel-like BISL. To support further research,
we are developing an open source Java meta-model in the jnome project [Dockx, Mertens, Smeets, et al.
a, b] we intend to use for BISL documentation and static verification. In [Dockx, van Dooren, Steegmans]
we showed that internal iterators are the last step in the shift to object-oriented programming from procedural, structured programming, and dearly missed in Java. We offer a form of internal iterators for the
Java Collection API in the jutil.org project [Blakeley, Dockx, et al.], which requires submissions to be
specified formally using a BISL.
One of the topics we are researching currently is the definition of a clear semantics of non-public
members. Below we report some initial findings of this research.

Accessibility & Helper Types
Users with more access, such as protected users, users in the same package, or users in the same compilation unit (private users), have access to more members. From experience we know that it is often desirable to extend public specifications of public members for users that have more access, so that they incorporate the effect on less accessible properties. Even more pressing is the need for the users with more
access to know the preconditions that apply to more restricted properties. In other words, we would like
to add a protected, package accessible, and private specification to public methods, next to the existing
public specification; and make similar extensions to protected and package accessible methods.
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Helper Methods
In general the contract paradigm [Meyer 1991, 1997] states that methods should
respect all type invariants when they hand over control of execution. This is clear for
public methods. In practice however, we often introduce less accessible helper methods
to encapsulate parts of an algorithm, which do not comply with more accessible type
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invariants. Should this be allowed or not? Working with accessibility and implementation types strongly
suggests that all methods should respect all possible type invariants. Type invariants can be introduced in
PublicType, ProtectedType, PackageType and PrivateType. If these types are required to
be behavioral subtyping compliant, type invariants in more accessible subtypes can only strengthen type
invariants introduced in less accessible types. As a solution we propose not to consider such helper methods to be part of the type introduced by the class. We propose to add helper types next to the accessibility
types. Helper methods can be defined there, together with the data structures they work on. A helper type
instance can be used via delegation.
Subclasses
The figure shows how the accessibility types would behave when a subclass is defined outside the
package. The package and private accessibility types are not related through inheritance. Method implementations in the subclass cannot see package accessible or private type invariants. They won’t depend
on them, but they also cannot be required to uphold them. In other words, the package and private implementation of the super class needs to take care of them once and for all.
Protected specifications of the superclass are presented to implementers of the subclass in 2 roles.
They can call the public and protected methods defined in the superclass in their own implementations,
depending on the contract specified for these methods in PublicType and ProtectedType and they
can also strengthen their specification in PublicSubType and ProtectedSubType. Although the
basis of the contract paradigm is that these 2 roles are separated, here they come together in 1 entity. This
gives rise to interesting conflicts, which have surfaced often in our work in object-oriented frameworks.
When the specification in PublicType is not deterministic, often the superclass offers a default implementation that can be used by a subclass, or overwritten, as desired. The implementer of the subclass
needs to know what the default implementation does to be able to make this choice. This postcondition
can strengthen the original, non-deterministic postcondition of PublicType in ProtectedType.
But, because this protected specification also is inherited into ProtectedSubType, the implementation in the subclass also needs to uphold it, making the default effect the only one allowed. This result is
not what we hoped for.
Another kind of default implementation is a public method in an abstract superclass, which has an implementation that only partially reaches its contract. The intention is for subclasses to call the supermethod, and do whatever else is needed to complete the contract before or after that call. When we use
the accessibility types approach, this practice is forbidden, and rightfully so.
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